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FIGURE 1
1.- Fixture
2.- Video Camera
3.- Calibrated tube holder
4.- Volume transfer chamber
5.- Occlusion actuator
6.- Level adjustment syringe
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FIGURE 2
DB9-Male
Pin 1
Pin 2
Pin 3
Pin 4
Pin 5
Pin 6
Pin 7
Pin 8
Pin 9

Analog Output 1 (buffered, adjusted, 0-5V max)
Actuator Signal Out (TTL)
RS232 TX (0-5)
Analog Output 2 (buffered, adjusted, 0-5V max)
Ground
CPU PRGM pin 39 18F452
CPU PRGM pin 40 18F452
CPU PRGM pin 01 18F452
+5V
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FIGURE 3
DB9-Female
Pin 1
Pin 2
Pin 3
Pin 4
Pin 5
Pin 6
Pin 7
Pin 8
Pin 9

NC
Analog Input 1
NC
Ground
+5 V
NC
Analog Input 2
NC
NC
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FIGURE 4

1.- Occlusion Actuator Output +12V 2A (RCA x 2)
2.- LCD enable switch (down disables LCD and allows operation w/o LCD installed)
3.- Bar / Integer display switch (up displays BAR, down displays integer values)
4.- Power ON (up)
5.- Analog Right LCD calibration BIAS adjustment
6.- Analog Right LCD calibration GAIN adjustment 0.5x to 20x (0-5 volts)
7.- Analog Left LCD calibration BIAS adjustment
8.- Analog Left LCD calibration GAIN adjustment 0.5x to 20x (0-5 volts)
9.- Automatic actuator timer selector (50% duty cycle. Minimum period 6 seconds)
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FIGURE 5

1.- Fixture
2.- Camera
3.- Calibrated tube holder
4.- Volume transfer chamber
5.- Occlusion actuator
6.- Level adjustment syringe
a.- Circuit box
b.- Seconds Mark / Actuator Mark LED
cable
c.- Camera fixation holes
d.- ABS shunt tube

e.- At REAR, a mini-jack for
EXTERNAL actuator command (TTL).
Operates in manual mode (see g.- below)
f.- RS232 TX - Analog Out – CPU
PRGM DB9 male connector
g.- Auto / Manual Mode actuator
operation switch
h.- Manual actuator setting switch
i..- Camera POWER cable
j.- Camera Y/C out signal cable
k.- Fixture POWER cable
l.- POWER Supply (medical grade +5V ,
+12V, GND)
m.- LCD assembly connector
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FIGURE 6
1.- Calibrated tube
2.- Water meniscus
3.- LCD assembly
4.- Left Analog Bar
5.- Right Analog Bar
6.- seconds mark and actuator mark LEDs
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Description and Operation:

The POST-OCCLUSION SURGE TESTING FIXTURE is designed to objectively
quantify post-occlusion surge in phacoemulsification consoles.
The principle of operation consists in video-recording the change of level of a water
meniscus inside a calibrated tube and posterior image processing. The video signal
should ideally go through a video-overlay system to provide embedded information of
console parameters.
The water level is in fluid communication with a volume transfer chamber where the
distal portion of a phaco handpiece is inserted. Changes of volume of a collapsible test
chamber produced by changes in the occlusion state are transmitted by a short low
resistance tubing to the calibrated tube. In this way, changes in the position of the water
meniscus inside the calibrated tube correlate directly with the volume shifts produced
inside a collapsible chamber mimicking the eye during occlusion break events.
A microprocessor provides two light signals through LEDs that are incorporated into the
video file. One signal is a ONE SECOND marker and is used for time keeping. The other
signal is an actuator signal and turns ON synchronously with an occlusion actuator.
The microprocessor also drives a LCD display to provide a visual indication of up to two
analog inputs. These analog input signals are converted into a proportional BAR display
(or alternatively into an Integer value for calibration). Update rate for analog-to-LCD
conversions is 20 ms. The BAR indicators are video recorded together with the water
meniscus level. During image post-processing, this feature allows to analyze the water
level shift together with other analog signals such as vacuum sensor, pressure sensor or
flow sensor readings.
Occlusion actuator operation can be Automatic, provided by microprocessor command,
or Manual, using a switch. Automatic actuator operation has a 50 % duty cycle and is
adjustable from a minimum of 3 seconds ON and 3 seconds OFF, and up, by setting a
hexadecimal switch in the circuit board (Fig. 4-9).
The two analog signals are provided through a rear female DB-9 connector. Both BIAS
and GAIN adjustment potentiometers are provided at circuit board level (Fig.4 – screws
5,6,7,8). Allowable input voltages are within 0 to 5 volts and gain range is 0.5x to 20x.
An occlusion actuator (Fig.5-5) can be connected to any of the two RCA connectors
(Fig.4-1) at the rear of the fixture. When the rear Auto/Manual mode switch (Fig.5-g) is
set to Manual, a second switch (Fig. 5h) allows operation of the occlusion actuator
(+12V) manually. A mini-jack (Fig.5-e) allows the connection of a TTL compatible
driver signal for EXTERNAL command of the occlusion actuator while in Manual Mode
(Manual switch should be set in OFF position). One application for this EXTERNAL
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occlusion actuator driver signal input considers implementing a vacuum level feed-back
loop. With this implementation, occlusion actuator maintains the occlusion until a
predetermined level of vacuum is reached, and then releases the occlusion. This
technique is useful to ensure that the comparison of occlusion break responses is
performed at similar vacuum levels despite of variations in vacuum pump performance or
cassette aging.
An RS-232 compatible serial output signal is provided at DB9 male connector TX
terminal (Fig.2-pin 3). An ASCII text string is provided at a baud rate of 115.200 bps.

FIGURE 7
The data sting is delivered in the following format: Analog 1, Analog 2, seconds mark,
and occlusion actuator status. String repetition rate is one every 20 ms or 50 strings per
second.
During video-recording of the occlusion break response for different systems, a chart
with system parameters, tip-sleeve configuration and others can be video recorded at the
beginning of each clip.
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IMAGE POST-PROCESSING

1.- Bitmap sequence generation:
A video non-linear editing program such as Adobe PREMIERE is required to convert a
video segment of interest into a BITMAP sequence.

FIGURE 8

A video non-linear editing program such as Adobe PREMIERE is required to convert
each video segment of interest into a BITMAP sequence.
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FIGURE 9

After loading this application, the digitized video file containing the clips recorded
should be imported and displayed on the timeline.
The segment of interest should be carefully selected with the Work Area Bar.
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FIGURE 10

After selecting the segment of interest with the Work Area Bar, then the
File>Export>Movie>Settings tab should be opened.
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FIGURE 11

In the Export Movie Settings screen, File Type must be set to Windows Bitmap and
Range must be set to Work Area Bar.
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FIGURE 12

The movie must be saved in the Windows Bitmap format into an empty folder.
During the process, each video frame will be saved as an individual BITMAP format
picture and numbered sequentially.
A typical sequence will contain several hundreds or thousands of individual frames. The
process must be repeated for each video segment of interest.
An empty folder must be used for each video segment.
File names should be selected that help identify each segment.
No other files than the BITMAP sequence files can be saved into the folders or an error
will be produced at a later stage.
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2.- SLICER Program processing

The SLICER program is a custom designed computer program built in Delphi 3 to extract
corresponding individual columns of image data from sequential video-frames. The
columns are then displayed side by side in sequence building a composite image with a
time key determined by the video capture frame rate. For NTSC video, 30 horizontal
pixels correspond to ONE SECOND of recording.
The SLICER program is opened by clicking on its icon…

First the operator must press the Open Sequence Directory button and select
accordingly…

FIGURE 13
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FIGURE 14
Once the desired folder has been opened, one of the bitmap files must be loaded for
display in the SLICER screen.
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FIGURE 15

Once the file has been loaded the user has to check that the number of frames displayed
corresponds to the number of frames in the folder. (Sometimes on a first LOAD, the
number of files displayed corresponds to the number of files in the first up-root directory.
Repeating the selection process corrects this problem)
NOTE: It is very important that the selected folder ONLY contains the bitmap files of
one single video sequence. Any extraneous file will result in the locking of the SLICER
program.
If other files were present they must be counted and subtracted from the total frames
number. SLICER expects that all the files in the folder are for processing and will try to
open them producing an error.
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FIGURE 16

After checking that the number of frames displayed in SLICER is accurate, the user must
select up to three vertical or two horizontal stripes (vertical for SURGE ANALYSIS).
The Track-Bars must be displaced until the tracing line overlays the desired portions of
the image. Images 14 and 15 show the track bar on top selecting the location where the
water meniscus will displace UP and DOWN. The second and third track bars in the
bottom have been positioned over the LCD bars to simultaneously record analog data
such as vacuum. The process can be repeated after relocating the track-bars until the
desired result is obtained.
To ensure that some pointers are reset, it is recommended to close and re-open the
SLICER program when a new folder with a new sequence is going to be processed.
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FIGURE 17

An example of a raw SLICER output BMP file containing two representations of the
water meniscus level (top and bottom) and one representation of a BAR display reflecting
the input of an analog signal carrying vacuum information. Top and bottom tracings
contain similar information but the tracing on top provides a better image.
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FIGURE 18

Processed SLICER output file: An image editing software (Adobe Photoshop) has been
used to discard the undesired portions of the image. Actuator and Seconds marks have
been converted to negative, and labels added.
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SUMMARY OF OPERATION:

1.- Video-record clips of occlusion break responses visualized at a fluid meniscus in a
calibrated tube.
2.- Convert each video-clip using Adobe Premiere into a BITMAP sequence placed in an
empty folder.
3.- Process the bitmap sequence using the SLICER program to produce a composite OUT
bitmap image.
4.- Optionally format the OUT bitmap image using an image editing program such as
Adobe Photoshop.
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